



Gold Wedding Package

Production:   
We arrive before the wedding to film the getting ready process, time-lapses 
and drone footage of the venue. Then film the entire ceremony with 
multiple camera angles and cameras. We stay until the reception is over. 
Yes - “we get jiggy with it on the D Floor.” during the reception, for video 
purposes of course. We’ll set up a post ceremony shoot with the bride/
groom/wedding party. 

Deliverables:  
We create a magical wedding video that is 5-7 Minutes in length, edited 
with two fully licensed songs. We deliver the final video in Apple ProRes 
(422 HQ 4.5 K Resolution) for general viewing, and a compressed 720HD 
version for sharing on facebook and other social medias. We will complete 
a teaser video within 48 hours of the wedding, and have the finalized video 
in no longer than two weeks after the wedding.

Audio:  
We use professional recorders to pull audio from the ceremony. If there is 
no sound board - we hook up wireless lavaliere mics to the Bride, Groom, 
and Justice of the Peace.

Equipment:  
We utilize some of the top equipment used in Hollywood! Our big guys are 
the RED Raven professional Cinema Camera, and the DJI Inspire 2 Drone.

  

Price: $5,000



Silver Wedding Package 

Production: 
We film the getting ready process, and venue similarly to the GOLD (minus 
time lapses), but only utilize one camera during the ceremony, and 
reception. We’ll also include a post ceremony shoot with the bride/groom/
wedding party. 

Deliverables:  
We create a spectacular wedding video that is 5 Minutes in length, edited 
with two fully licensed songs. We deliver the final video in Apple ProRes 
(422 HQ 4.5 K Resolution) for general viewing, and a compressed 720HD 
version for sharing on facebook and other social medias. The video will 
include drone shots of the venue. We will complete a teaser video within 48 
hours of the wedding, and have the finalized video in no longer than two 
weeks after the wedding.

Audio:  
We use professional recorders to pull audio from the ceremony. If there is 
no sound board - we hook up wireless lavaliere mics to the Bride, Groom, 
and Justice of the Peace.

Equipment:  
We utilize the Sony A7sii mirrorless cinema camera, and the DJI Inspire 2. 

 

Price: $4,000



Bronze Wedding Package 

Production:  
We film the full ceremony and reception as well as B roll of the venue, bride 
groom, wedding party, etc. 

Deliverables:  
We create a fantastic wedding recap video that is 3-5 minutes in length, 
edited with two fully licensed songs. We deliver the final video in Apple 
ProRes (422 HQ 4.5 K Resolution) for general viewing, and a compressed 
720HD version for sharing on facebook and other social medias. We will 
complete the finalized video in no longer than two weeks after the wedding.

Audio:  
Licensed Music from AudioJungle.com

Equipment: 
We utilize the Sony A7sii mirrorless cinema camera. 

 Price: $3,500


